Making Ocean Conservation Work
Tune in to the Season 3 premiere of Ocean Encounters Wed. Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m. and see how scientists, policymakers and citizens work to protect the ocean.

How to make an uncrewed surface vehicle
We take you from the shop to the surf zone with the construction of this unique robot.

Meet the Alvin 6500 team: Danik Forsman
An Alvin pilot and engineer discusses rebuilding a sub that’s taken him to the deep sea.

Image of the week: “A snowy owl takes a beach day”
Local wildlife photographer Jason Goldstein nabbed this photo of an elusive winter raptor.

Ocean Encounters 2020: A year of virtual exploration
Check out the stars and standouts from the first year of WHOI’s iconic virtual live event series.

WHOI IN THE NEWS

Wired
The Autonomous Saildrone Surveyor Preps for Its Sea Voyage

Ocean News & Technology
Taking the Lab into the Ocean with Autonomous Robotic Fleets

Lab Roots
Tracking the deep chlorophyll maximum with sea-faring robots

United States Naval Academy
Midshipmen Selected for MIT–WHOI Joint Program

South Coast Today
Westport River Watershed Alliance speaker series to include talks on sharks, horseshoe crabs

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

Follow us #WHOI